No matter how hard the past, one can always begin again today…… LORD BUDDHA

To
The Seeker/Leader/Dreamer
All Fields of Activities in India

Sub: INDIA STRONGER DEPENDS ONLY ON TRUE INDIANS!
Dear Sir,
There are many ways to achieve the goal of a stronger India. At every way we need to work with patriotic
passion. We are proposing one of the most powerful ways to achieve that goal. The way is: The Leaders in all
fields of Nation Building have to be enlightened (Superconscious) to guide the mass with them. If one is ready,
Enlightenment or Superconsciousness is a tool to awaken one’s own inner intelligence, the ultimate and the
supreme genius that mirrors the wisdom of the cosmos.
At Superconsciousness one is connected with the Universe, with its divine energy, with its supreme potential and
infinite intelligence! At that state one becomes a Co-creator with the Universe! All great spirits who have done
incredible things in a single lifetime were in this state of Superconsciousness! At this state, a continuous energy
flows within which gives one unlimited energy. One can do anything and everything with that energy. It is also
called the state of Self-Realization. At this state, we can realize that for TRUTH we can leave everything and for all
else we cannot leave TRUTH!
At Superconsciousness, life will never be the same again. The difference will not be in the outside, the difference
will be within us. We will change; our values will change, our thoughts-feelings-words-actions will change. Their
significance will change. At this state we realize that the purpose of our life is creating VASUDHAIVA
KUTUMBAKAM, i.e., The Whole World Is A Family (Universal Brotherhood or Oneness with All) with our
Spirituality, Unique Ability and Service to the Humanity.
First, we will change, and then our world will change. We will see that we are doing the same thing but the result is
profound, satisfaction is boundless, always being at present and doing our work with 100% devotion. Life is full of
compassion, creativity, dynamicity and excellence! When we change, people around us will also change. We will
truly be instruments of peace, love, creativity, prosperity and progress.
We humbly want to inform you that after 32 years of SADHANA we have got some processes with which one can
achieve Superconsciousness in a week! (please see the attached Brochure). We have named it EAGLE
REBIRTH… RENEW YOURSELF… World’s Most Powerful Training Ever! We firmly believe that if
EAGLE REBIRTH is done for all the MPs, MLAs, Civil Servants, CEOs, HODs and Head of Organizations-India can change in a year!
We normally do this Retreat in a simple venue where participants require to sleep on the floors, given minimum
simplest vegetarian food, kind of yogic lifestyle for a week with total engagement on the processes round the clock.
We charge Rs.15,500.00 (Rupees fifteen thousand five hundred only) per participant to meet up the expenses. For
corporate sectors where air-conditioned venue and accommodations are required we charge a fee of Rs. 51,000.00
(Rupees fifty one thousand only) per participant. As a TEST CASE we can start with a small batch. If you are
interested please mail us at matindebnath@gmail.com or call me at 09007162599 (10:00am to 12:00noon on
weekdays).
Thanking you,
Date: 12/03/2017
Place: Kolkata

Yours Sincerely,
(Matindra Chandra Debnath)

Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at 20 or 80. Anyone who keeps learning
stays young. The greatest thing in life is to keep your mind young. ….. Henry Ford

